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Abstract
We introduce a doubly stochastic proximal gradient algorithm for optimizing a finite average of smooth convex
functions, whose gradients depend on numerically expensive expectations. Indeed, the effectiveness of SGD-like
algorithms relies on the assumption that the computation of a subfunction’s gradient is cheap compared to the com-
putation of the total function’s gradient. This is true in the Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) setting, but can be
false when each subfunction depends on a sequence of examples. Our main motivation is the acceleration of the
optimization of the regularized Cox partial-likelihood (the core model in survival analysis), but other settings can be
considered as well.
The proposed algorithm is doubly stochastic in the sense that gradient steps are done using stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) with variance reduction, and the inner expectations are approximated by a Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain
(MCMC) algorithm. We derive conditions on the MCMC number of iterations guaranteeing convergence, and obtain
a linear rate of convergence under strong convexity and a sublinear rate without this assumption.
We illustrate the fact that our algorithm improves the state-of-the-art solver for regularized Cox partial-likelihood
on several datasets from survival analysis.
Keywords. Convex Optimization, Stochastic Gradient Descent, Monte Carlo Markov Chain, Survival Analysis, Con-
ditional Random Fields
1 Introduction
During the past decade, advances in biomedical technology have brought high dimensional data to biostatistics and sur-
vival analysis in particular. Today’s challenge for survival analysis lays in the analysis of massively high dimensional
(numerous covariates) and large-scale (large number of observations) data, see in particular Murdoch and Detsky
(2013). Areas of application outside of biostatistics, such as economics (see Einav and Levin (2014)), or actuarial
sciences (see Richards (2012)) are also concerned.
One of the core models of survival analysis is the Cox model (see Cox (1972)) for which we propose, in the
present paper, a novel scalable optimization algorithm tuned to handle massively high dimensional and large-scale
data. Survival data (yi, xi, δi)
npat
i=1 contains, for each individual i = 1, . . . , npat, a features vector xi ∈ Rd, an observed
time yi ∈ R+, which is a failure time if δi = 1 or a right-censoring time if δi = 0. If D = {i : δi = 1} is the set of
patients for which a failure time is observed, if n = |D| is the total number of failure times, and if Ri = {j : yj ≥ yi}
is the index of individuals still at risk at time yi, the negative Cox partial log-likelihood writes
− `(θ) = 1
n
∑
i∈D
[
− x>i θ + log
( ∑
j∈Ri
exp(x>j θ)
)]
(1)
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for parameters θ ∈ Rd. This model can be regarded as a regression of the n failure times, using information from the
npat patients that took part to the study. With high-dimensional data, a regularization term is added to the partial likeli-
hood to automatically favor sparsity in the estimates, see Tibshirani (1997) and Simon et al. (2011) for a presentation
of Lasso and elastic-net penalizations, see also the review paper by Witten and Tibshirani (2009) for an exhaustive
presentation. Several algorithms for the Cox model have been proposed to solve the regularized optimization problem
at hand, see Park and Hastie (2007); Sohn et al. (2009); Goeman (2010) among others. These implementations use
Newton-Raphson iterations, i.e. large matrices inversions, and can therefore not handle large-scale data. Cyclical
coordinate descent algorithms have since been proposed and successfully implemented in R packages coxnet and
fastcox, see Simon et al. (2011); Yang and Zhou (2013). More recently Mittal et al. (2013) adapted the column re-
laxation with logistic loss algorithm of Zhang and Oles (2000) to the Cox model. The fact that all these algorithms are
of cyclic coordinate descent type solve the problem, supported by Newton-Raphson type algorithms, of large matrices
inversions.
Yet another computationnally costly problem, specific to the Cox model, has not been fully addressed: the pres-
ence of cumulative sums (over indices j ∈ Ri) in the Cox partial likelihood. This problem was noticed in Mittal
et al. (2013), where a numerical workaround exploiting sparsity is proposed to reduce the computational cost. The
cumulative sum prevents from successfully applying stochastic gradient algorithms, which are however known for
their efficiency to handle large scale generalized linear models: see for instance SAG by Schmidt et al. (2016), SAGA
by Defazio et al. (2014), Prox-SVRG by Xiao and Zhang (2014) and SDCA by Shalev-Shwartz and Zhang (2012)
that propose very efficient stochastic gradient algorithms with constant step-size (hence achieving linear rates), see
also Catalyst by Lin et al. (2015) that introduces a generic scheme to accelerate and analyze the convergence of those
algorithms.
Such recent stochastic gradient algorithms have shown that it is possible to improve upon proximal full gradient
algorithms for the minimization of convex problems of the form
min
θ∈Rd
F (θ) = f(θ) + h(θ) with f(θ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
fi(θ), (2)
where the functions fi are gradient-Lipschitz and h is prox-capable. These algorithms take advantage of the finite
sum structure of f , by using some form of variance-reduced stochastic gradient descent. It leads to algorithms with
a much smaller iteration complexity, as compared to proximal full gradient approach (FG), while preserving (or even
improving) the linear convergence rate of FG in the strongly convex case. However, such algorithms are relevant
when gradients∇fi have a numerical complexity much smaller than∇f , such as for linear classification or regression
problems, where∇fi depends on a single inner product x>i θ between features xi and parameters θ.
In this paper, motivated by the important example of the Cox partial likelihood (1), we consider the case where
gradients ∇fi can have a complexity comparable to the one of ∇f . More precisely, we assume that they can be
expressed as expectations, under a probability measure piiθ, of random variables Gi(θ), i.e.,
∇fi(θ) = EGi(θ)∼piiθ [Gi(θ)]. (3)
This paper proposes a new doubly stochastic proximal gradient descent algorithm (2SVRG), that leads to a low itera-
tion complexity, while preserving linear convergence under suitable conditions for problems of the form (2) + (3).
Our main motivation for considering this problem is to accelerate the training-time of the the penalized Cox partial-
likelihood. The function −`(θ) is convex (as a sum of linear and log-sum-exp functions, see Chapter 3 of Boyd and
Vandenberghe (2004), and fits in the setting (2) + (3). Indeed, fix i ∈ D and introduce
fi(θ) = −x>i θ + log
( ∑
j∈Ri
exp(x>j θ)
)
,
so that
∇fi(θ) = −xi +
∑
j∈Ri
xjpi
i
θ(j)
where
piiθ(j) =
exp(x>j θ)∑
j′∈Ri exp(x
>
j′θ)
, ∀j ∈ Ri.
2
This entails that∇fi(θ) satisfies (3) with Gi(θ) a random variable valued in {−xi + xj : j ∈ Ri} and such that
P(Gi(θ) = −xi + xj) = piiθ(j)
for j ∈ Ri. Note that the numerical complexity of ∇fi can be comparable to the one of ∇f , when yi is close to
mini yi (recalling that Ri = {j : yj ≥ yi}). Note also that a computational trick allows to compute ∇f(θ) with a
complexity O(nd). This makes this setting quite different from the usual case of empirical risk minimization (linear
regression, logistic regression, etc.), where all the gradients∇fi share the same low numerical cost.
2 Comparison with previous work
SGD techniques. Recent proximal stochastic gradient descent algorithms by Defazio et al. (2014), Xiao and Zhang
(2014), Shalev-Shwartz and Zhang (2012) and Schmidt et al. (2016) build on the idea of Robbins and Monro (1951)
and Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1952). Such algorithms are designed to tackle large-scale optimization problems (n is
large), where it is assumed implicitly that the∇fi (smooth gradients) have a low computational cost compared to∇f ,
and where h is eventually non-differentiable and is dealt with using a backward or projection step using its proximal
operator.
The principle of SGD is, at each iteration t, to sample uniformly at random an index i ∼ U [n], and to apply an
update step of the form
θt+1 ← θt − γt∇fi(θt).
This step is based on an unbiased but very noisy estimate of the full gradient ∇f , so the choice of the step size γt
is crucial since it has to be decaying to curb the variance introduced by random sampling (excepted for averaged
SGD in some particular cases, see Bach and Moulines (2013)). This tends to slow down convergence to a minimum
θ? ∈ argminθ∈Rd f(θ). Gradually reducing the variance of ∇fi for i ∼ U [n] as an approximation of ∇f allows
to use larger – even constant – step sizes and to obtain faster convergence rates. This is the underlying idea of two
recent methods - SAGA and SVRG respectively introduced in Defazio et al. (2014), Xiao and Zhang (2014) - that use
updates of the form
wt+1 ← θt − γ
(
∇fi(θt)−∇fi(θ˜) + 1
n
n∑
j=1
∇fj(θ˜)
)
,
and θt+1 ← proxγh(wt+1). In Xiao and Zhang (2014), θ˜ is fully updated after a certain number of iterations, called
phases, whereas in Defazio et al. (2014), θ˜ is partially updated after each iteration. Both methods use stochastic
gradient descent steps, with variance reduction obtained via the centered control variable−∇fi(θ˜)+ 1n
∑n
j=1∇fj(θ˜),
and achieve linear convergence when F is strongly-convex, namely EF (θk) − min∈Rd F (x) = O(ρk) with ρ < 1,
which make these algorithms state-of-the-art for many convex optimization problems. Some variants of SVRG Xiao
and Zhang (2014) also approximate the full gradient 1n
∑n
j=1∇fj(θ˜) using mini-batchs to decrease the computing
time of each phase, see Lei and Jordan (2016); Harikandeh et al. (2015).
Numerically hard gradients. A very different, nevertheless classical, “trick” to reduce the complexity of the gra-
dient computation, is to express it, whenever the statistical problem allows it, as the expectation, with respect to a
non-uniform distribution piθ, of a random variable G(θ), i.e., ∇f(θ) = EG(θ)∼piθ [G(θ)]. Optimization problems with
such a gradient have generated an extensive literature from the first works by Robbins and Monro (1951), and Kiefer
and Wolfowitz (1952). Some algorithms are designed to construct stochastic approximations of the sub-gradient of
f + h, see Nemirovski et al. (2009); Juditsky and Nemirovski (2010); Lan (2010); Duchi et al. (2011). Others are
based on proximal operators to better exploit the smoothness of f and the properties of h, see Hu et al. (2009); Xiao
(2009); Atchade et al. (2014). In this paper, we shall focus on the second kind of algorithms. Indeed, our approach is
closer to the one developed in Atchade et al. (2014), though, as opposed to ours, the algorithm developed in this latter
work is based on proximal full gradient algorithms (not doubly stochastic as ours) and does not guarantee a linear
convergence.
3
Contrastive divergence. The idea to approximate the gradient using MCMC already appeared in the litterature of
Undirected Graphical Models under the name of Contrastive Divergence, see Murphy (2012); Hinton (2002); Carreira-
Perpinan and Hinton (2005). Indeeed, for this class of model, the gradient of the log-likelihood ∇f(θ) can be written
as the difference of two expectations: one - tractable - with respect to the data discrete distribution X, the other -
intractable - with respect to the model-dependent distribution p(·, θ). The idea of Contrastive Divergence relies in
the approximation of the intractable expectation using MCMC, with few iterations of the chain. However, in the
framework of Cox model, and also Conditional Random Fields (see Section 6 below), this is the gradient ∇fi(θ) that
writes as an time-consuming expectation, see Equation 3.
Our setting. The setting of our paper is original in the sense that it combines both previous settings, namely stochas-
tic gradient descent and MCMC. As in the stochastic gradient setting, the gradient can be expressed as the sum of n
components, where n can be very large. However, since these components are time-consuming to compute directly,
following the expectation based gradient computation setting, they are expressed as averaged values of some random
variables. More precisely, the gradient ∇fi(θ) is replaced by an approximation ∇̂fi(θ) obtained by an MCMC al-
gorithm. Our algorithm is, to the best of our knowledge, the first one to propose a combination of two stochastic
approximations in this way, hence the name doubly stochastic, which allow to deal with both, eventual large values
for n and the inner complexity of each gradient∇fi computation.
The idea to mix SGD and MCMC has also been raised recently in the very different setting of implicit stochastic
gradient descent, see Toulis and Airoldi (2014). Note also that in our approach we make two stochastic approximations
to the gradient using random training points, while the doubly stochastic approach from Dai et al. (2014) performs two
stochastic approximations to the gradient using random training points and random features for kernel methods.
3 A doubly stochastic proximal gradient descent algorithm
Our algorithm 2SVRG is built upon the algorithm SVRG via an approximation function APPROXMCMC. We first
present the meta-algorithm without specifying the approximation function, and then provide two examples for AP-
PROXMCMC.
3.1 2SVRG: a meta-algorithm
Following the ideas presented in the previous section, we design a doubly stochastic proximal gradient descent algo-
rithm (2SVRG), by combining a variance reduction technique for SGD given by Prox-SVRG Xiao and Zhang (2014),
and a Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain algorithm to obtain an approximation of the gradient ∇fj(θ) at each step. Thus, in
the considered setting the full gradient writes
∇f(θ) = Ei∼U [∇fi(θ)] = Ei∼U EGi(θ)∼piiθ [Gi(θ)],
where U is the uniform distribution on {1, . . . , n}, so our algorithm contains two levels of stochastic approximation:
uniform sampling of i (the variance-reduced SGD part) for the first expectation, and an approximation of the second
expectation w.r.t piiθ by means of Monte-Carlo simulation. The 2SVRG algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Following Prox-SVRG by Xiao and Zhang (2014), this algorithm decomposes in phases: iterations within a phase
apply variance reduced stochastic gradient steps (with a backward proximal step, see lines 7 and 8 in Algorithm 1). At
the end of a phase, a full-gradient is computed (lines 10, 11) and used in the next phase for variance reduction. Within
a phase, each inner iteration samples uniformly at random an index i (line 4) and obtains an approximation of the
gradient∇fi at the previous iterate θt by applyingNk iterations of a Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain (MCMC) algorithm.
Intuitively, the sequence Nk should be increasing with the phase number k, as we need more and more precision
as the iterations goes on (this is confirmed in Section 4). The important point of our algorithm resides precisely in
this aspect: very noisy estimates can be used in the early phases of the algorithm, hence allowing for an overall low
complexity as compared to a full gradient approach.
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Algorithm 1 Doubly stochastic proximal gradient descent (2SVRG)
Require: Number of phases K ≥ 1, phase-length m ≥ 1, step-size γ > 0, MCMC number of iterations per phase (Nk)Kk=1,
starting point θ0 ∈ Rd
1: Initialize: θ˜ ← θ0 and compute∇fi(θ˜) for i = 1, . . . , n
2: for k = 1 to K do
3: for t = 0 to m− 1 do
4: Pick i ∼ U [n]
5: ∇̂fi(θt)← APPROXMCMC(i, θt, Nk)
6: dt = ∇̂fi(θt)−∇fi(θ˜) + 1n
∑n
j=1∇fj(θ˜)
7: ωt+1 ← θt − γdt
8: θt+1 ← proxγh(ωt+1)
9: end for
10: Update θ˜ ← 1
m
∑m
t=1 θ
t, θ0 ← θ˜, θ˜k ← θ˜
11: Compute∇fi(θ˜) for i = 1, . . . , n
12: end for
13: Return: θ˜K
3.2 Choice of APPROXMCMC
We focus now on two implementations of the function APPROXMCMC based on two famous MCMC algorithms:
Metropolis-Hastings and Importance Sampling.
3.2.1 Independent Metropolis-Hastings
When the piiθ are Gibbs probability measures, as for the previously described Cox partial log-likelihood (but for other
models as well, such as Conditional Random Fields, see Lafferty et al. (2001)), one can apply Independent Metropolis-
Hastings (IMH), see Algorithm 2 below, to obtain approximations ∇̂fi of the gradients. In this case the produced
chain is geometrically uniformly ergodic, see Robert and Casella (2004), and therefore meets the general assumptions
required in our results (see Proposition 4.3 below). The IMH algorithm uses a proposal distribution Q which is
independent of the current state jl of the Markov chain.
Algorithm 2 Independent Metropolis-Hastings (IMH) estimator (for the Cox model)
Require: Proposal distribution Q = U{Ri}, starting point j0 ∈ Ri, stationary distribution pi = piiθt
for l = 0, . . . , Nk − 1 do
1. Generate: j′ ∼ Q.
2. Update: α = min
(
pi(j′)Q(jl)
pi(jl)Q(j′)
, 1
)
= min
(
exp((xj′ − xjl)>θt), 1
)
.
3. Take: jl+1 =
{
j′ with probability α
jl otherwise.
end for
Return: −xi + 1Nk
∑Nk
l=1 xjl
In the case of the Cox partial log-likelihood, at iteration t of phase k of Algorithm 1, we set pi = piiθt , and Q to be
the uniform distribution over the set Ri. We implemented two versions of Algorithm 1 with IMH: one with a uniform
proposal Q, the other one with an adaptative proposal Q˜. When we want to approximate ∇fi(θ), we can consider the
adaptative proposal Q˜ = pii
θ˜
, where θ˜ is the iterate we have computed at the end of the previous phase, see Line 10 of
Algorithm 1. Since we compute the full gradient only once every phase, the probabilities pii
θ˜
(j) are computed at the
same time, which means that the use of an adaptative proposal adds no computational effort. Morever, the theoretical
guarantees given in Section 4 make no difference between the two versions aformentionned, but a strong difference is
observed in practice.
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3.2.2 Importance Sampling
To choice of the adaptative proposal above reduces the variance of the estimator given by APPROXMCMC. The idea
of sampling with Q˜ = pii
θ˜
can also be used in an Importance Sampling estimator as well.
∇fi(θ) = EGi(θ)∼piiθ [Gi(θ)] = EGi(θ)∼Q˜
[
Gi(θ)
piiθ(Gi(θ))
Q˜(Gi(θ))
]
Since the ratio piiθ(Gi(θ))/Q˜(Gi(θ)) still contains an expensive term to compute, we can divide the term above with
EQ˜
[
piiθ(Gi(θ))/Q˜(Gi(θ))
]
= 1 and approximate the resulting term. This trick provides an estimator called Normal-
ized Importance Sampling estimator, which writes like this in the case of Cox partial likelihood:
ĴN =
N∑
k=1
(xjk − xi)
piiθ(jk)
Q˜(jk)
/
N∑
k=1
piiθ(jk)
Q˜(jk)
, with jk ∼ Q˜
= −xi +
N∑
k=1
exp((θ − θ˜)>xjk)∑N
l=1 exp((θ − θ˜)>xjl)
xjk , with jk ∼ Q˜
Algorithm 3 Normalized Importance Sampling (NIS) estimator of∇fi(θ) (for the Cox model)
Require: Proposal distribution Q˜ = pii
θ˜
, stationary distribution piiθ, V = 0 ∈ Rd, S = 0 ∈ R
for l = 1, . . . , Nk do
1. Generate: jl ∼ Q˜(·).
2. Update: V ← V + exp((θ − θ˜)>xjl)xjl .
3. Update: S ← S + exp((θ − θ˜)>xjl).
end for
Return: −xi + V/S
Section 4 below gives theoretical guarantees for Algorithm 1: linear convergence under strong-convexity of F is
given in Theorem 4.1, and a convergence without strong convexity is given in Theorem 4.2. This improves the proximal
stochastic gradient method of Atchade et al. (2014), where the best case rate is O(1/k2) using Fista (see Beck and
Teboulle (2009)) acceleration scheme. Numerical illustrations are given in Section 5, where a fair comparison between
several state-of-the-art algorithms is proposed.
4 Theoretical guarantees
Definitions. All the functions fi and h are proper convex lower-semicontinuous on Rd. The norm ‖ · ‖ stands for the
Euclidean norm on Rd. A function f : Rd → R is L-smooth if it is differentiable and if its gradient is L-Lipschitz,
namely if ‖∇f(x) − ∇f(y)‖ ≤ L‖x − y‖ for all x, y ∈ Rd. A function f : Rd → R is µ-strongly convex if
f(x + y) ≥ f(x) + ∇f(x)>y + µ2 ‖y‖2 for all x, y ∈ Rd i.e. if f − µ2 ‖ · ‖2 is convex. The proximal operator of
h : Rd → R is uniquely defined by proxh(x) = argminy∈Rd{h(y) + 12‖x− y‖2}.
Notations. We denote by it the index randomly picked at the tth iteration, see line 4 in Algorithm 1. We introduce
the error of the MCMC approximation ηt = ∇̂fit(θt−1)−∇fit(θt−1) and the filtration Ft = σ(θ0, i1, θ1, . . . , it, θt).
In order to analyze the descent steps, we need different expectations: Et the expectation w.r.t the distribution of the
pair (it, ∇̂fit(θt−1)) conditioned on Ft−1, and E the expectation w.r.t all the random iterates (it, θt) of the algorithm.
We also denote θ∗ = argminθ∈Rd F (θ).
6
Assumptions.
Assumption 1. We consider F = f+h where f = 1n
∑n
i=1 fi, with each fi being convex and Li-smooth, Li > 0, and
h a lower semi-continuous and closed convex function. We denote L = max1≤i≤n Li. We assume that there exists
B > 0 such that the iterates θt satisfy supt≥0 ‖θt − θ∗‖ ≤ B.
Assumption 2. We assume that the bias and the expected squared error of the Monte Carlo estimation can be bounded
in the following way:
‖Etηt‖ ≤ C1
Nk
and Et‖ηt‖2 ≤ C2
Nk
(4)
for the iterations t belonging to the k-th phase, where Nk is the number of iterations of the Markov chain used for the
computation of ∇̂fit(θt) during phase k (see line 5 of Algorithm 1), and where C1 and C2 are positive constants.
Let us point out that Proposition 4.3 below gives a sufficient condition for Assumption 2 to hold.
Theorems. The theorems below provide upper bounds on the distance to the minimum in the strongly convex case,
see Theorem 4.1 and in the convex case, see Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that F = f + h is µ-strongly convex. Consider Algorithm 1, with a phase length m and a
step-size γ ∈ (0, 116L ) satisfying
ρ =
1
mγµ(1− 8Lγ) +
8Lγ(1 + 1/m)
1− 8Lγ < 1. (5)
Then, under Assumption 1 and Assumption 2, we have:
E[F (θ˜K)]− F (θ∗) ≤ ρK
(
F (θ0)− F (θ∗) +
K∑
l=1
D
ρlNl
)
, (6)
where D = 3γC2+BC11−8Lγ .
In Theorem 4.1, the choice Nk = kαρ−k with α > 1 gives
E[F (θ˜K)]− F (θ∗) ≤ D′ρK
where D′ = F (θ0)− F (θ∗) +D∑k≥1 k−α and D > 0 is a numerical constant. This entails that 2SVRG achieves a
linear rate under strong convexity.
Remark 1 (An important remark). The number Nk of MCMC iterations is growing quickly with the phase number k.
So, we use in practice an hybrid version of 2SVRG called HSVRG: 2SVRG is used for the first phases (usally 4 or
5 phases in our experiments), and as soon as Nk exceeds n, we switch to a mini-batch version of Prox-SVRG (SVRG-
MB), see Nitanda (2014). A precise description of HSVRG is given in Algorithm 4 from Section 5 below. Note that
overall linear convergence of HSVRG is still guaranteed, since both 2SVRG and SVRG-MB decrease linearly the
objective from one phase to the other.
Theorem 4.2. Consider Algorithm 1, with a phase length m and a step-size γ ∈ (0, 18L(2m+1) ). Then, under Assump-
tion 1 and Assumption 2, we have:
E[F (θ¯K)]− F (θ∗) ≤ D1
K
+
D2
K
K+1∑
k=1
1
Nk
, (7)
where D1 and D2 depend on the constants of the problem, and where θ¯K is the average of iterates θ˜k until phase K.
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In Theorem 4.2, the choice Nk = kα with α > 1 gives
E[F (θ¯K)]− F (θ∗) ≤ D3
K
for a constant D3 > 0. This result is an improvement of the Stochastic Proximal Gradient algorithm from Atchade
et al. (2014) since it is not necessary to design a weighted averaged but just a simple average to reach the same
convergence rate. Also, it provides a convergence guarantee for the non-strongly convex case, which is not proposed
in Xiao and Zhang (2014).
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show a trade-off between the linear convergence of the variance-reduced stochastic gradient
algorithm and the MCMC approximation error. The next proposition proves that Algorithm 2 satisfies Assumption 2
under a general assumption on the proposal and the stationary distribution.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that there exists M > 0 such that the proposal Q and the stationary distribution pi satisfy
pi(x) ≤MQ(x), for all x in the support of pi. Then, the error ηt obtained by Algorithm 2 satisfies Assumption 2.
Remark 2 (Specifics for the Cox partial likelihood). Note that the assumptions required in Proposition 4.3 are met for
the Cox partial likelihood: in this case, a simple choice is M = nmaxx∈supp(pi) pi(x), and the Monte Carlo error ηt
induced by computing the gradient of fi at phase k using Algorithm 2 satisfies (4) with
C1 =
2
|Ri| maxj∈Ri pi
i
θt−1(j)
C2 = 36C2C21 (1 + C1) max
j∈Ri
‖xj‖22,
where C2 is the Rosenthal constant of order 2, see Proposition 12 in Fort and Moulines (2003).
5 Numerical experiments
We compare several solvers for the minimization of the objective given by an elastic-net penalization of the Cox partial
likelihood
F (θ) = −`(θ) + λ
(
α‖θ‖1 + 1− α
2
‖θ‖22
)
,
where we recall that the partial likelihood ` is defined in Equation (1) and where λ > 0 and α ∈ [0, 1] are tuning
parameters.
A fair comparison of algorithms. The doubly stochastic nature of the considered algorithms makes it hard to
compare them to batch algorithms in terms of iteration number or epoch number (number of full passes over the data),
as this is usually done for SGD-based algorithm. Hence, we proceed by plotting the evolution of F (θ˜)−F (θ∗) (where
θ∗ ∈ argminu∈Rd F (u) and θ˜ is the current iterate of a solver) as a function of the number of inner products between
a feature vector xi and θ, effectively computed by each algorithm, to obtain the current iterate θ˜. This gives a fair way
of comparing the effective complexity of all algorithms.
About the baselines specific to the Cox model. State-of-the-art algorithms to fit the elastic-net penalized Cox
partial likelihood are cocktail by Yang and Zhou (2013) and coxnet, by Simon et al. (2011). Both algorithms are
combining the ideas of coordinate descent and majoration-minimization. Full convergence results for these algorithms
have not yet been established, although Cocktail has a coordinate-wise descent property.
These algorithms however need a good starting point (near the actual minimizer) to achieve convergence (this fact
is due to a diagonal approximation of the Hessian matrix, see Tibshirani and Hastie (1990), Chapter 8.). They are
therefore tuned to provide good path of solutions while varying by small steps the penalization parameter λ. Indeed in
this case, this starting point is naturally set at the minimizer at the previous value of λ, when minimizing along a path
but cannot be guessed outside of a path. We illustrate this fact on Figure 1, where the convergence of Cocktail and
L-BFGS-B algorithms are compared for two starting points θ0.
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Figure 1: Convergence of Cocktail and L-BFGS-B on Lymphoma dataset. Top: the starting point is θ0 = 0 ∈ Rd.
Bottom: the starting point is θ0 = θ̂(l) (solution to the same objective with a slightly larger λ). This illustrates the
fact that Cocktail cannot minimize directly a single objective (with a fixed λ) and requires to compute the full path of
solution to converge.
Even when the starting point is set to the previous minimizer (second case in Figure 1, cocktail’s convergence
is slower than the one of L-BFGS-B. As a consequence, we decided that no fair comparison could be conducted with
cocktail and coxnet algorithms.
Hybrid SVRG algorithm Since Nk exponentially increases, the 2SVRG’s complexity is higher than SVRG’s orig-
inal complexity. However, the algorithm 2SVRG is very efficient during the first phases: we introduce an hybrid
solver that begins with 2SVRG and switches to SVRG with mini-batchs (denoted SVRG-MB). Mini-batching simply
consists in replacing single stochastic gradients ∇fi by an average over a subset B of size nmb uniformly selected at
random. This is useful in our case, since we can use a computational trick (recurrence formula) to compute mini-
batched gradients. In our experiments, we used nmb = 0.1n or nmb = 0.01n, a constant step-size γ designed for each
dataset, and switched from 2SVRG to SVRG-MB after KS = 5 phases. We set Nk = nk/(KS+2) so that Nk never
exceeds n.
Baselines. We describe in this paragraph the algorithm that we put in competition in our experiments.
FISTA This is accelerated proximal gradient from Beck and Teboulle (2009) with backtracking linesearch. Inner
products necessary inside the backtracking are counted as well.
L-BFGS-B A state-of-the-art quasi-Newton solver which provides a usually strong baseline for many batch optimiza-
tion algorithms, see Liu and Nocedal (1989). We use the original implementation of the algorithm proposed in
python’s scipy.optimize module. Non-differentiability of the `1-norm in the elastic-net penalization is
dealt with the standard trick of reformulating the problem, using the fact that |a| = a+ + a− for a ∈ R.
HSVRG-UNIF-IMH This is Algorithm 4 where APPROXMCMC is done via Algorithm 2 with uniform proposal Q.
HSVRG-ADAP-IMH This is Algorithm 4 where APPROXMCMC is done via Algorithm 2 with adaptative pro-
posal Q = pi·
θ˜
.
HSVRG-AIS This is Algorithm 4 where APPROXMCMC is done via Algorithm 3, that is Adaptative Importance Sam-
pling.
SVRG-MB Mini-Batch Prox-SVRG described in Nitanda (2014), which can be seen as Algorithm 4 (see below)
with KS = 0. This is a simply stochastic algorithm, since there is no MCMC approximation of the gradients
∇fi. The question of mini-batch sizing is critical and is adressed in Appendix D. We used nmb = 0.1n or
nmb = 0.01n in our experiments.
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Algorithm 4 Hybrid SVRG (HSVRG)
Require: Number of phases before switching KS ≥ 1, total number of phases K ≥ KS , phase-length m ≥ 1, step-size γ > 0,
MCMC number of iterations per phase (Nk)Kk=1, starting point θ
0 ∈ Rd
1: Initialize: θ˜ ← θ0 and compute∇fi(θ˜) for i = 1, . . . , n
2: for k = 1 to KS do
3: for t = 0 to m− 1 do
4: Pick i ∼ U [n]
5: ∇̂fi(θt)← APPROXMCMC(i, θt, Nk)
6: dt = ∇̂fi(θt)−∇fi(θ˜) + 1n
∑n
j=1∇fj(θ˜)
7: ωt+1 ← θt − γdt
8: θt+1 ← proxγh(ωt+1)
9: end for
10: Update θ˜ ← 1
m
∑m
t=1 θ
t, θ0 ← θ˜, θ˜k ← θ˜
11: Compute∇fi(θ˜) for i = 1, . . . , n
12: end for
13: for k = KS + 1 to K do
14: for t = 0 to mmb − 1 = b(m− 1)/nmbc do
15: Pick a set of random indices B ∼ (U [n])nmb
16: dt = ∇fB(θt)−∇fB(θ˜) + 1n
∑n
j=1∇fj(θ˜)
17: ωt+1 ← θt − γdt
18: θt+1 ← proxγh(ωt+1)
19: end for
20: Update θ˜ ← 1
mmb
∑mmb
t=1 θ
t, θ0 ← θ˜, θ˜k ← θ˜
21: end for
22: Return: θ˜K
The “simply stochastic” counterpart SVRG-MB is way slower than the corresponding doubly stochatic versions,
since they rely on many computations of stochastic gradients ∇fi, which are numerically costly, as explained above.
The same settings are used throughout all experiments, some of them being tuned by hand: steps size for the variants
of HSVRG are taken as γt = γ0 ∈ {10−2, 10−3, 10−4} where γ0 depends on the dataset, the phase length m is equal
to the number n of failures of each datasets as suggested in Konecny et al. (2016). As mentionned above, the doubly
stochastic algorithms use different verions of APPROXMCMC.
Datasets We compare algorithms on the following datasets. The first three are standard benchmarks in survival
analysis, the fourth one is a large simulated dataset where the number of observations n exceeds the number of features
d. This differs from supervised gene expression data: such a large-scale setting happens for longitudinal clinical trials,
medical adverse event monitoring and business data minings tasks.
• NKI70 contains survival data for 144 breast cancer patients, 5 clinical covariates and the expressions from 70
gene signatures, see Van De Vijver et al. (2002).
• Luminal contains survival data for 277 patients with breast cancer who received the adjuvant tamoxifen, with
44,928 expressions measurements, see Loi et al. (2007).
• Lymphoma contains 7399 gene expressions data for 240 lymphoma patients. The data was originally published
in Alizadeh et al. (2000).
• We generated a Gaussian features matrix X with n = 10, 000 observations and d = 500 predictors, with a
Toeplitz covariance and correlation equal to 0.5. The failure times follow a Weibull distribution. See Appendix C
for details on simulation in this model.
We compare in Figures 2 and 3 all algorithms for ridge penalization, namely α = 0 and λ = 1/
√
n. Experiences
with other values of α and λ are given in Appendix (including the Lasso penalization for instance).
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Figure 2: Distance to optimum of all algorithms on NKI70 (left) and Lymphoma (right) with ridge penalization (α = 0
and λ = 1/
√
n)
Figure 3: Distance to optimum of all algorithms on Luminal (left) and on the simulated dataset (right) with ridge
penalization (α = 0 and λ = 1/
√
n)
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Conclusions. The experiments first show that the solvers HSVRG-ADAP-IMH and HSVRG-AIS give better results
than HSVRG-UNIF-IMF. However, the HSVRG solvers behave particularly well during the first phases where the
gradients can be noisy - due to a small number of iterations of the MCMC - and still point a decent descent direction.
6 Conclusion
We have proposed a doubly stochastic gradient algorithm to extend SGD-like algorithms beyond the empirical risk
minimization setting. The algorithm we proposed is the result of two different ideas: sampling from uniform distri-
bution to avoid the computation of a large sum, and sampling using MCMC methods to avoid the computation of a
more complicated expectation. We have also provided theoretical guarantees of convergence for both the convex and
the strongly-convex setting.
This doubly stochastic gradient algorithm is very efficient during the early phases. The hybrid version of our
algorithm, at the crossing of simply and doubly stochastic gradient algorithms, significantly outperforms state-of-the-
art methods.
In a future work, we intend to extend our algorithm to Conditional Random Fields (CRF), where each subfunction’s
gradient takes the form
∇fi(θ) = ∇(− log(p(yi|xi, θ)) =
∑
Y ∈Yi
eH(Xi,Y )
>θ∑
Y ′∈Yi e
H(Xi,Y ′)>θ
(H(Xi, Y )−H(Xi, Yi)),
for a certain function H (see Page 2 in Schmidt et al. (2015)). Notice that the Cox negative partial likelihood can be
seen as a particular case of CRF by setting Xi = [xj ]j∈Ri ∈ Rd×|Ri|, Yi = [1j∈Ri ]j∈Ri ∈ {0, 1}|Ri|, H(X,Y ) =
XY and Yi = {[1j=k]j∈Ri : k ∈ Ri}.
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A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Proposition 4.3
We first prove Proposition 4.3 that ensures that Algorithm 2 provides the bounds of Assumption 2.
Proof. Since there exists M > 0 such that the proposal Q and the stationary distribution pi satisfy pi(x) ≤ MQ(x),
for all x in the support of pi, the Theorem 7.8 in Robert and Casella (2004) states that the Algorithm 2 produces a
geometrically ergodic Markov kernel P with ergodicity constants uniformly controlled:
‖P k(x, ·)− pi‖TV ≤ 2
(
1− 1
M
)k
, (8)
where P k is the kernel of the kth iteration of the algorithm and ‖ · ‖TV is the total variation norm. Since ∇̂fit(θt−1)
is computed as the mean of the iterates of the Markov chain, a simple computation enables us to bound the bias of the
error and Proposition 12 from Fort and Moulines (2003) gives the upper bound for the expected squared error:
‖Etηt‖ ≤ C1
Nk
and Et‖ηt‖2 ≤ C2
Nk
(9)
where C1 and C2 are some finite constants, and Nk the number of iterations of the Markov chain. It can be shown that
C1 = 2M and that C2 is related to a constant from the Rosenthal’s inequality. 
A.2 Preliminaries to the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2
In what follows, the key lemmas for the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are stated and proved when not directly
borrowed from previous articles.
Lemma A.1. For ∆t := ∇̂fit(θt−1)−∇fit(θ˜) +∇f(θ˜)−∇f(θt−1), we have:
Et‖∆t‖2 ≤ 8L[F (θt−1)− F (θ∗)
+ F (θ˜)− F (θ∗)] + 3Et‖ηt‖2.
The proof of Lemma A.1 uses Lemma 1 in Xiao and Zhang (2014).
Lemma A.2. Johnson and Zhang (2013); Xiao and Zhang (2014) Consider F satisfying Assumption 1. Then,
1
n
n∑
i=1
‖∇fi(θ)−∇fi(θ∗)‖2 ≤ 2L[F (θ)− F (θ∗)]
Proof of Lemma A.1. For the sake of simplicity, we now denote dti = ∇fi(θt−1) − ∇fi(θ˜) and dt = ∇f(θt−1) −
∇f(θ˜), so that one gets ∆t = dtit − dt + ηt. Then, using the expectation introduced in Section 4, we repeatedly use
the identity Et‖ξ‖2 = Et‖ξ − Etξ‖2 + ‖Etξ‖2. First with ξ = ∆t (since Etdtit = dt, one gets Etξ = Etηt) :
Et‖∆t‖2 = Et‖dtit + ηt −
(
dt + Etηt
) ‖2 + ‖Etηt‖2
then, successively with ξ = dtit + η
t, ξ = dt + ηt and finally ξ = ηt :
Et‖∆t‖2 = Et‖dtit + ηt‖2 + ‖Etηt‖2 − ‖dt + Etηt‖2
= Et‖dtit + ηt‖2 + ‖Etηt‖2
− (Et‖dt + ηt‖2 − Et‖ηt − Etηt‖2)
= Et‖dtit + ηt‖2 + Et‖ηt‖2 − Et‖dt + ηt‖2.
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Now we remark that Et‖dt + ηt‖2 ≥ 0, and the identity ‖a+ b‖2 ≤ 2‖a‖2 + 2‖b‖2 gives the majoration
Et‖∆t‖2 ≤ 2Et‖dtit‖2 + 3Et‖ηt‖2.
Now rewriting dtit = ∇fit(θt−1)−∇fit(θ∗) +∇fit(θ∗)−∇fit(θ˜), the same identity leads to
Et‖∆t‖2 ≤ 4Et‖∇fit(θt−1)−∇fit(θ∗)‖2
+ 4Et‖∇fit(θ˜)−∇fit(θ∗)‖2 + 3Et‖ηt‖2.
The desired result follows applying twice Lemma A.2. 
When F is µ-strongly convex, the next Lemma (Lemma 3 in Xiao and Zhang (2014)) provides a key lower bound.
Lemma A.3. Xiao and Zhang (2014) Consider F = f + h satifying Assumption 1, where f is Lf -smooth, Lf > 0, f
is µf -strongly convex, µf ≥ 0, h is µh-strongly convex, µh ≥ 0. For any x, v ∈ Rd, we define x+ = proxγh(x− γv),
g = 1γ (x− x+), where γ ∈ (0, 1Lf ]. Then, for any y ∈ Rd:
F (y) ≥ F (x+) + g>(y − x) + γ
2
‖g‖2 + µf
2
‖y − x‖2
+
µh
2
‖y − x+‖2 + (v −∇f(x))>(x+ − y). (10)
Remark 3. Note that in Lemma A.3, one can freely choose µf and µh (in particular one can take µf = 0 or µh = 0),
as long as µf + µh = µ.
The following Lemma comes from Atchade et al. (2014) (Lemma 14):
Lemma A.4. Atchade et al. (2014) Consider F = f +h satifying Assumption 1, where f is Lf -smooth, and Tγ : x 7→
proxγh[x− γ∇f(x)] with γ ∈ (0, 2/Lf ]. Let x, y ∈ Rd, we have:
‖Tγ(x)− Tγ(y)‖ ≤ ‖x− y‖
A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1
Proof. The proof begins with the study of the distance ‖θt−θ∗‖2 between the phases k−1 and k. To ease the reading,
when staying between these two phases, we write θ˜ instead of θ˜k−1. Introducing gt = 1γ (θ
t−1 − θt), we may write:
‖θt − θ∗‖2 = ‖θt−1 − γgt − θ∗‖2
= ‖θt−1 − θ∗‖2 − 2γ(gt)>(θt−1 − θ∗)
+ γ2‖gt‖2.
To upper bound the term −2γ(gt)>(θt−1 − θ∗) + γ2‖gt‖2, we apply the Lemma A.3 with x = θt−1, x+ = θt and
y = θ∗. With again ∆t = ∇̂fit(θt−1)−∇fit(θ˜) +∇f(θ˜)−∇f(θt−1), we obtain
−(gt)>(θt−1 − θ∗) + γ
2
‖gt‖2
≤ F (θ∗)− F (θt)− µf
2
‖θt−1 − θ∗‖2
− µh
2
‖xt − θ∗‖2 − (∆t)>(θt − θ∗),
and
‖θt − θ∗‖2 ≤ ‖θt−1 − θ∗‖2 + 2γ[F (θ∗)− F (θt)]
− 2γ(∆t)>(θt − θ∗). (11)
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We now concentrate on the quantity −2γ(∆t)>(θt − θ∗). Introducing νt = proxγh[θt−t1 − γ∇f(θt−1)] ∈ Ft−1 i.e.
the vector obtained from θt−1 after an exact proximal gradient descent step, we get
−2γ(∆t)>(θt − θ∗)
= −2γ(∆t)>(θt − νt)− 2γ(∆t)>(νt − θ∗)
≤ 2γ‖∆t‖ · ‖θt − νt‖ − 2γ(∆t)>(νt − θ∗)
where the inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Now the non-expansiveness property of proximal
operators ‖proxγh(x)− proxγh(y)‖ ≤ ‖x− y‖ leads to
−2γ(∆t)>(θt − θ∗)
≤ 2γ‖∆t‖ · ‖{θt−1 − γ(∆t +∇f(θt−1))}
− {θt−1 − γ∇f(θt−1)}‖ − 2γ(∆t)>(νt − θ∗)
≤ 2γ2‖∆t‖2 − 2γ(∆t)>(νt − θ∗).
Reminding that νt ∈ Ft−1, we derive:
−2γEt(∆t)>(θt − θ∗)
≤ 2γ2Et‖∆t‖2 − 2γ(Et∆t)>(νt − θ∗)
≤ 2γ2Et‖∆t‖2 + 2γ‖Et∆t‖ · ‖νt − θ∗‖,
the last inequality comes from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Since θ∗ is the minimum of F = f + h, it satisfies
θ∗ = proxγh[θ
∗ − γ∇f(θ∗)]. Thus, the Lemma A.4 and the Assumption 1 on the sequence (θt) give us ‖νt − θ∗‖ ≤
‖θt−1 − θ∗‖ ≤ B. We also remark that Et∆t = Etηt. For all t between phases k − 1 and k, we finally apply
Lemma A.1 to obtain:
−2γEt(∆t)>(θt − θ∗)
≤ 16γ2L[F (θt−1)− F (θ∗) + F (θ˜)− F (θ∗)]
+ 6γ2Et‖ηt‖2 + 2γB‖Etηt‖. (12)
Taking the expectation Et on inequation (11) and combining with previous inequality leads to
Et‖θt−θ∗‖2 ≤ ‖θt−1 − θ∗‖2 + 2γ[F (θ∗)− F (θt)]
+ 16γ2L[F (θt−1)− F (θ∗) + F (θ˜)− F (θ∗)]
+ 6γ2Et‖ηt‖2 + 2γB‖Etηt‖.
With the notation of Algorithm 1, θ˜ = θ˜k−1 = θ0. Now, applying iteratively the previous inequality over t =
1, 2, . . . ,m and taking the expectation E over i1, θ1, i2, θ2, . . . , im, θm, we obtain:
E‖θm − θ∗‖2 + 2γ[EF (θm)− F (θ∗)]
+2γ(1− 8Lγ)
m−1∑
t=1
[EF (θt)− F (θ∗)]
≤ ‖θ0 − θ∗‖2 + 16Lγ2[F (θ0)− F (θ∗) +m(F (θ˜)
− F (θ∗))] + 6γ2
m∑
t=1
E‖ηt‖2 + 2γB
m∑
t=1
E‖Etηt‖.
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Now, by convexity of F and the definition θ˜k = 1m
∑m
t=1 θ
t, we may write F (θ˜k) ≤ 1m
∑m
t=1 F (θ
t). Noticing that
2γ(1− 8Lγ) < 2γ leads to
2γ(1− 8Lγ)m[EF (θ˜k)− F (θ∗)]
≤ ‖θ˜ − θ∗‖2 + 16Lγ2(m+ 1)[F (θ˜)− F (θ∗)]
+ 6γ2
m∑
t=1
E‖ηt‖2 + 2γB
m∑
t=1
‖Eηt‖.
Under the Assumption 2, we have
6γ2
m∑
t=1
E‖ηt‖2 + 2γB
m∑
t=1
‖Eηt‖
≤ (6γ2C2 + 2γBC1) m
Nk
whereas the µ-strong convexity of F implies ‖θ˜k−1 − θ∗‖2 ≤ 2µ [F (θ˜k−1)− F (θ∗)]. This leads to
EF (θ˜k)− F (θ∗) ≤ ρ
(
EF (θ˜k−1)− F (θ∗)
)
+
D
Nk
for D and ρ as defined in the theorem. Applying the last inequality recursively leads to the result. 
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Proof. As at the begining of the proof of Theorem 4.1, we consider that we stand between phase k − 1 and phase k
of Algorithm 1 and consequently θ0 = θ˜k−1. We use the same arguments until (11), with the difference that, in this
non-strongly convex case, we have µf = µh = 0. We obtain for all t between phases 1 and m
F (θt)− F (θ∗) ≤ 1
2γ
(‖θt−1 − θ∗‖2 − ‖θt − θ∗‖2)
− (θt − θ∗)>∆t.
Summing over t = 1, . . . , τ (for τ ≤ m) leads to
τ∑
t=1
[F (θt)− F (θ∗)] ≤ 1
2γ
(
τ−1∑
t=0
‖θt − θ∗‖2
−
τ∑
t=1
‖θt − θ∗‖2)−
τ∑
t=1
(θt − θ∗)>∆t. (13)
We now use Equation (13) (with τ = m) and the convexity of ‖ · ‖2 with θ˜k = 1m
∑m
t=1 θ
t to write
m∑
t=1
[F (θt)− F (θ∗)]
≤ 1
2γ
(
m−1∑
t=0
‖θt − θ∗‖2 −m‖θ˜k − θ∗‖2
)
−
m∑
t=1
(θt − θ∗)>∆t. (14)
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Starting from Equation (13) again but now summing over l = 1, . . . , t, we get
1
2γ
(‖θ0 − θ∗‖2−‖θt − θ∗‖2)−
t∑
l=1
(θl − θ∗)>∆l
≥
t∑
l=1
[F (θl)− F (θ∗)]
≥ 0, (15)
where the last inequality follows from the definition of θ∗. In (14), we now substitute ‖θt − θ∗‖2 by the upper bound
derived from (15) to write (noticing that θ0 = θ˜k−1):
m∑
t=1
[F (θt)− F (θ∗)]
≤ m
2γ
(‖θ˜k−1 − θ∗‖2 − ‖θ˜k − θ∗‖2)
−
m−1∑
t=1
t∑
l=1
(θl − θ∗)>∆l −
m∑
t=1
(θt − θ∗)>∆t
≤ m
2γ
(‖θ˜k−1 − θ∗‖2 − ‖θ˜k − θ∗‖2)
−
m∑
t=1
(m+ 1− t)(θt − θ∗)>∆t.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (see Equation (12)), each term−Et(θt−θ∗)>∆t is upper bounded by 8γL[F (θt−1)−
F (θ∗) + F (θ˜k−1)− F (θ∗)] + 3γEt||ηt||2 +B||Etηt||. Now with m+ 1− t ≤ m and Assumption 2, we obtain:
1
m
m∑
t=1
E[F (θt)− F (θ∗)]
≤ 1
2γ
(‖θ˜k−1 − θ∗‖2 − E‖θ˜k − θ∗‖2)
+ 8Lγ
{ m∑
t=1
[EF (θt−1)− F (θ∗)] + F (θ∗)− E[F (θm)]
+ (m+ 1)[E[F (θ˜k−1)]− F (θ∗)]}+m3γC2 +BC1
Nk
.
By definition of γ, we have 8Lmγ < 1, and we can use the convexity of F to lower bound the left hand side. With the
inequality E[F (θm)]− F (θ∗) ≥ 0, one has:
(1− 8Lγm)
[
E[F (θ˜k)]− F (θ∗)
]
≤ 1
2γ
(
‖θ˜k−1 − θ∗‖2 − E‖θ˜k − θ∗‖2
)
+ 8Lγ(m+ 1)
[
E[F (θ˜k−1)]− F (θ∗)
]
+m
3γC2 +BC1
Nk
We now take the expectation E on all iterates of the algorithm i.e. on the iterates i1, θ1, i2, θ2, . . . , im, θm from the
first phase. Introduce the notationsAk = E[F (θ˜k)]−F (θ∗) and a = (8Lγ(m+1))/(1−8Lmγ) < 1 , last inequality
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leads to:
Ak − aAk−1
≤ 1
2γ(1− 8Lmγ)
(
E‖θ˜k−1 − θ∗‖2 − E‖θ˜k − θ∗‖2
)
+
D
Nk
,
where D is defined in the theorem. Summing over the phases k = 1, 2, . . . ,K + 1 and lower bounding AK+1 with 0,
we obtain:
(1− a)
K∑
k=1
Ak
≤ aA0 + 1
2γ(1− 8Lmγ)‖θ˜
0 − θ∗‖2 +
K+1∑
k=1
D
Nk
The last argument is the use of the convexity of F . Remark the explicit forms of the constants in the theorem:
D1 =
a
1− aA
0 +
1
1− a
‖θ˜0 − θ∗‖2
2γ(1− 8Lmγ)
and D2 = D1−a . 
B Supplementary experiments
We have tested all algorithms with other settings for the penalization. Namely, we considered:
High lasso. We take α = 1 and λ = 1/
√
n and illustrate our results in Figure 5.
Low lasso. We take α = 1 and λ = 1/n and illustrate our results in Figure 4.
High ridge. We take α = 0 and λ = 1/
√
n and illustrate our results in Figures 2 and Figures 3.
Low ridge. We take α = 0 and λ = 1/n and illustrate our results in Figure 6.
C Simulation of data
With Cox model, the hazard ratio for the failure time Ti of the ith patient takes the form:
λi(t) = λ0(t) exp(x
>
i θ),
where λ0(t) is a baseline hazard ratio, and xi ∈ Rd the covariates of the ith patient.
We first simulate the feature matrix X ∈ Rn×d as a Gaussian vector with a Toepliz covariance, where the correlation
between features j and j′ is equal to ρ|j−j
′|, for some ρ ∈ (0, 1).
We want now to simulate the observed time yi that corresponds to xi. We denote the cumulative hazard function
Λ(t) =
∫ t
0
λ(s)ds. Using the definition λ(t) = f(t)1−F (t) , we know that Λ(t) = − log(1 − F (t)), where f is the p.d.f.
and F is the c.d.f. of T .
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Figure 4: Distance to optimum of all algorithms on NKI70, Lymphoma, Luminal and on the simulated dataset (re-
spectively from top to bottom) for Low-ridge penalization
Figure 5: Distance to optimum of all algorithms on NKI70, Lymphoma, Luminal and on the simulated dataset (re-
spectively from top to bottom) for High-lasso penalization
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Figure 6: Distance to optimum of all algorithms on NKI70, Lymphoma, Luminal and on the simulated dataset (re-
spectively from top to bottom) for Low-lasso penalization
It is easily seen that Λ(T ) has distribution Exp(1) (Exponential with intensity equal to 1): since Λ is an increasing
function, we have
P(Λ(T ) ≥ t) = P(T ≥ Λ−1(t)) =
∫ ∞
Λ−1(t)
f(s)ds
= 1− F (Λ−1(t))
= exp(−Λ(Λ−1(t)))
= exp(−t),
so that simulating failure times is simply achieved by using Ti = Λ−1(Ei) where Ei ∼ Exp(1). To compute Λ, we
should have a parametric form for λ0. We assume that T follows the Weibull distribution W(1, ν) (when xi = 0).
This choice is motivated by the following facts:
• Its cumulative hazard function is easy to invert. Indeed the hazard ratio is given by λ0(t) = νtν−1e−t
ν
1−(1−e−tν ) =
νtν−1, so that Λ−1(y) =
(
y
exp(x>i θ)
)1/ν
.
• It enables two different trends - increasing or decreasing – for the baseline hazard ratio that correspond to two
typical behaviours in the medical field.
– decreasing: after taking a treatment, time before a side-effect’s appearence
– increasing: no memory process and patient’s health is worsening
This method enables us to simulate n failures times T1, T2, . . . , Tn.
Then, we simulateC1, C2, . . . , Cn with exponential distribution. This finally gives us a set of observed times (yi)ni=1 =
(Ti ∧ Ci)ni=1 and a set of censoring indicators (δi)ni=1 = (1{Ti∧Ci})ni=1.
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D Mini-batch sizing
The mini-batch sizing question is essential since it is a natural trade-off between computing time and precision. We
know that computing ∇fi(θ) needs the computation of |Ri| ∈ {1, . . . , npat} inner products. One proves easily that
computing a mini-batch (1/nmb)∇fB(θ) - where B is the set of nmb index randomly picked - only needs maxi∈B |Ri|
inner products. A simple probability exercise gives us a key insight about the mini-batch size.
Let’s assume that censoring is uniform over the set {1, 2, . . . , npat} meaning that |Ri| = ci with c > 1. Then, we
denote u1, u2, . . . , unmb ∼ U [n] the indices independently sampled to compute the mini-batch i.e. B = {ui}nmbi=1. Now
we study the c.d.f. of max1≤i≤nmb ui: for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
P
(
max
1≤i≤nmb
ui ≤ k
)
=
nmb∏
i=1
P(ui ≤ k) =
(bkc
n
)nmb
,
P
(
max
i∈B
|Ri| ≤ ck
)
=
(bkc
n
)nmb
,
P
(
max
i∈B
|Ri| ≥ a
)
= 1−
(ba/cc
n
)nmb
, for a < npat
The third equation leads us to consider 1 nmb  n to prevent both maxi∈B |Ri| and |B| from being too large. This
is why we used nmb = 0.1n or nmb = 0.01n, depending of the size n of the dataset.
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